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Fasten your seatbelts, it’s time to take off!
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COUNTRY, SEA OR CITY?
Where do you feel more confortable?, working
at the countryside?, by the sea? or you prefer
to work in an office? You will have the
opportunity to test your soft skills in 10
different 3D game scenarios that are now fully
developed in its final version.

October 2021 brings new developments and
you are now asked to become a mascot of an
amusement park, a factory inspector or work
as a baggage handler in the VALITS 2.0
Airport. This one last job will allow you to take
a flight and travel to the next VALITS 2.0
Island!

A NEW ARCHIPIELAGO APPEARS!

Did you have a chance to read our previous
newsletter? If not, we introduced the 5 first
games of the Assessment Tool and we
challenged you to become a farmer, a
stevedore or a waiter in a busy restaurant.

The recent volcanic
activity in Europe
has resulted in a new
group of islands, that
we called the
VALITS
2.0
Archipelago.
This
Archipelago
can be found
on the valits.eu website
and each island will give you access to each
VALITS 2.0 tool.

SOFT SKILL LOADING…
When you complete the Assessment tool you
will receive your personal soft skill results, but
our challenges do not end here! Do you want
to improve or further develop your soft skills?
Then find a course that suits your needs in the
Skills Learning Guide! It is now ready to use
and can be accessed through the VALITS 2.0
Archipelago!

NEW
OCCUPATIONS?

not only to their hard skills but also to their
Informal Transversal Skills and personal
Interests.

ROLE PLAYING WORKSHOPS
The National Workshops took place in
September in all partner countries.
Participants were asked to try out the
Assessment Tool and the Skill Learning Guide,
and we received good valuable feedback from
Tech Geeks and career consultants.

LEVEL-UP

If you are a career consultant, you may know
that guiding the right candidate for the right
job position means focus and dedication. Hard
skills are important, but what if the candidate
has all the right hard skills but none of the soft
skills that would ensure they’re a perfect fit for
the position? Furthermore, given recent global
events and a competitive job market, are soft
skills more important
than ever? For that
reason, partners have
now finalized the Training
Manual for Professional
Qualification Consultants
which
offers
the
opportunity to learn more
about guiding low skilled
workers into new career
perspectives according

Role play occupied the second part of the
event where, in pairs, participants were asked
to act as low-skilled workers and career
consultants. Consultants made use of the
VALITS 2.0 Model to guide low-skilled workers
into new level-up occupations. Big success!

YOU ARE INVITED! THE
VALITS
2.0
FINAL
CONFERENCE.
Being at home and testing the outputs sounds
cool but experiencing the official launch of the
VALITS 2.0 tools during the final conference in
Spain is even cooler! Therefore, we invite you
to assist our Final Multiplier event which will
take place on the 11th of November in Palma de
Mallorca. Stay tune for more updates and
information!

MORE INFORMATION:
PROJECT SUMMARY
Contact us per email: info@valits.eu
Go to our website for all you need to know
about the VALITS 2.0 project.

www.valits.eu
Join us on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.

/VALITSPROJECT
/groups/8593565
@ProjectValits

@Valits2_eu

Within the competitive European employment
market Informal Transversal Skills get more and
more important. Especially for disadvantaged
people and low skilled persons theses Transversal
Skills could be the key to access a job.
The objective of the Valits 2.0 project is to assess
the Transversal Skills of these persons with a tool,
validating their skills with a Skills Certificate that
employers can trust and helping them to improve
their skills with the help of a Learning Guide.
Furthermore a training manual will be provided for
professional qualification consultants of how to
support these persons.
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